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FOREWORD

NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the design of space

vehicles. Accordingly, criteria are being developed in the following areas of technology:

Environment

Structures

Guidance and Control

Chemical Propulsion

Individual components of this work will be issued as separate monographs as soon as

they are completed. A list of all previously issued monographs in this series can be

found at the end of this document.

These monographs are to be regarded as guides to design and not as NASA

requirements, except as may be specified in formal project specifications. It is

expected, however, that the criteria sections of these documents, revised as experience

may indicate to be desirable, eventually will become uniform design requirements for

NASA space vehicles.
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STRUCTURAL VIBRATION PREDICTION

1. INTRODUCTION

A space vehicle is subjected to significant vibratory loads by the natural and induced

environments encountered during its life. To consider properly the effect of vibration

in the design of a space vehicle, it is necessary to predict the structural responses and

internal loads resulting from the vibratory inputs to the structure.

This monograph is concerned with the determination of the space-vehicle structural

vibration resulting from induced or natural environments, and with determining

internal structural loads and stresses caused by such vibrations. The vibration sources

are assumed to be described adequately; the content of the monograph is therefore an

assessment of analytical and experimental methods of determining the resulting

vibrations, and internal loads and stresses, and an enumeration of means of

demonstrating the validity of these data.

Structural vibration is an oscillatory motion of a structural system which can be

characterized by certain parameters that are invariant with respect to time, in contrast

to a transient or shock response. After the initial shock, however, the structural

response to some transients or shock loadings characteristically varies slowly enough

with time so that this portion of the response may be treated as a vibration. Vibration

may be periodic or random (or a combination of both).

Structural vibration causes internal loads and stresses in structural components and

localized loads at attachment points where equipment is supported by the structure.

The degree or magnitude of structural response may be expressed as an acceleration or

displacement of various critical points as a function of time, as a weighted average

acceleration (root mean square), or as spectra of acceleration or stresses as functions of

frequency at discrete times. Severe vibration of space-vehicle structural elements

usually results from rocket noise and from aerodynamic noise and buffet. Severe

vibration can also result from other sources, such as thrust oscillation and

rocket-engine resonances, wind gust and shear, transportation, tests, operation of

internal equipment, and unstable dynamic coupling of the structure with the control

system or with the propulsion system.



TableI lists the operational phases of a space-vehicle mission and the possible sources

of vibration in each phase. Figure 1 illustrates a typical time history of the vibration of

a launch vehicle, measured during the launch operation. It can be seen that structural

vibration is significant during the launch phase of flight, and may also be significant

during prelaunch, space, and entry operations.

TABLE I. - SOURCES OF VIBRATION

IN VARIOUS VEHICLE OPERATIONAL PHASES

Operation Phase Source

Prelaunch Functional checkout

Launch

Space

Atmospheric

Transportation:

Air

Ground

Water

Launch readiness

Liftoff

Ascent

Staging

On station

Entry

Vibration testing

Static firing

Air turbulence

Propeller noise

Rough highways

Rough water

Ground wind

Ignition

Engine noise

Tie-down release

Engine roughness

Aerodynamic noise
and buffet

Pogo phenomena

Control-system
instability

Separation

Stage ignition

Control-system
instability

Aerodynamic noise
and buffet

Aerodynamic stability
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Structural vibration may cause overstressing, fatigue from oscillation of the induced

loads and stresses, malfunction of electrical and mechanical components (such as

switch chatter and valve leakage), and excessive structural deflections which render

equipment inoperative, or the vibration may exceed limits for pilot or crew. Structural

vibration was of concern or actually resulted in failure in the following instances:

Torsion vibration during staging of a major launch vehicle required close

design attention to payload torsion characteristics to minimize loads and

accelerations on the spacecraft structure.

Control-system coupling with a launch-vehicle structure in the launch mode

required engine shutdown to prevent failure from vibration of the structure

while the vehicle was supported oll the launch stand, thus requiring

control-system redesign.

Several launch vehicles experienced pogo-type longitudinal vibration (caused

by unstable coupling of propulsion system with longitudinal structural

vibration) that caused excessive loads and resulted in booster malfunction.

Failure of structure in prototype space-vehicle testing frequently occurred

from overstress caused by inadequate analysis during the development and

qualification phases of tile program.

Consideration of instabilities associated with coupling between structural and control

or propulsion systems is closely related to the vibration response problem. Although

stability considerations of this nature are dealt with in other monographs and regarded

primarily as a control problem or a special structure-propulsion interaction problem

(e.g., pogo), it is important that the structural engineer provide adequate support for

accurate modeling of the structure for use in stability analysis. The structural model

used for response analyses, at least in the lower frequencies, is often the appropriate

model to be used for the stability analysis.

Important considerations in vibration analysis which affect the accurate determination

of the vibratory displacements, loads, and stresses are the adequacy of the description

of the applied loading, the selection and formulation of an adequate mathematical

model, and the accurate assessment of the magnitude of tile damping of the structural

system.

Once the externally applied loading from natural or induced environments which

cause structural vibration has been determined, the basic approach to determination of

the vibrations and the resulting internal loads and stresses is to rely on empirical and

theoretical analysis, verified by vibration tests under simulated environments.



Analytical techniques utilizing linear structural parameters for prediction of structural

vibration in the lower frequency range are well established. However, heavy reliance is

placed upon extrapolation of flight-vibration measurements on earlier vehicles to verify

and supplement deterministic analysis, upon additional vibration data taken during

development and qualification vibration tests, and on supplementary data taken during

static-deflection tests to verify adequacy of the structural analysis.

This monograph is related to other planned or published NASA Design Criteria

monographs which treat the inputs to and the responses of vehicle structure in various

natural and induced environments. These related monographs cover natural vibration

modal analysis, determination of environmental vibration loading, special

vibration-instability problems, and other structural dynamic transients.

2. STATE OF THE ART

In general, space-vehicle structural design is based mainly on the assessment of the

steady-state or quasi-static loads, with some factors added to allow for dynamic loads,

including vibratory response loading. The design is then examined to see if it can

withstand the various dynamic-load effects. The primary problems from vibration are

fatigue and overstressing of the structure and the effects of the amplitude and

frequency of the vibration as an input to equipment or nonstructural systems attached

to the structure.

Analytical techniques for prediction are not highly refined for high-frequency

responses. Thus, experimental techniques are often used to supplement analysis. A

considerable amount of literature is available on both analytical and experimental

techniques, providing a framework within whi6h adequate guides may be obtained for

design purposes.

2.1 Analytical Determination of Vibration Response

Various methods are available for determining the magnitude of structural vibrations

and predicting equipment vibration loads. These methods may be divided into the

following categories:

i. Extrapolation methods

2. Deterministic analysis

3. Statistical-energy analysis



Extrapolation methods use experimental data obtained on one vehicle to predict the

vibration of a new vehicle. In deterministic analysis, the vehicle structure is represented

by a mathematical model; the applied load is characterized in either the time or the

frequency domain and, in addition, particularly for aeroacoustic loading, in the spatial

domain; and the predicted vibration at various locations on the structure is directly

calculated, using classical dynamic response techniques applied to the mathematical

model. Statistical-energy analysis has been developed to estimate the vibration of

complex structures subjected to random loading at the higher resonant frequencies.

2.1.1 Extrapolation Response Analysis

The extrapolation approach is a common technique for predicting vibration levels for a

new vehicle, particularly in preliminary design. Extrapolation methods are customarily

used to predict vibration motion, such as acceleration versus frequency for sinusoidal

excitation or acceleration spectral density versus frequency (refs. 1 and 2)* for

random excitation, rather than vibration stress. Since the assumptions made for the

extrapolation of data from one vehicle to another are only partially valid, errors may

result. Extrapolation methods may be divided into scaling methods and frequency

response methods. A discussion of the merits and limitations of these methods may
be found in references 3 to 5.

2.1.1.1 Scaling Methods

Scaling methods consist of the extrapolation of specific vibration data from a selected

reference vehicle with similar structural and configuration characteristics to predict

vibration levels on a new vehicle. Vibration levels may be predicted for any section of

the structure by extrapolating vibration data measured on that section of the structure

in the reference vehicle. Furthermore, predictions may be obtained for any time of

flight by extrapolating the measurements from tile reference vehicle for flight

conditions that have been identified on the new vehicle (ref. 3).

Three specific scaling methods that have been reported on are the Condos and Butler

Method (ref. 6), tile Barrett Method (ref. 7), and tile Winter Method No. 2 (ref. 3).

Reference 6 describes the scaling of Titan I data to predict vibration levels caused by

acoustic and aerodynamic noise on the structurally similar Titan II. Reference 7

similarly describes the scaling of Saturn I vibralion measurements to predict

acoustically induced vibrdtion levels on uprated Saturn l and Saturn V vehicles.

*These references define acceleration spectral density as the mean squared acceleration per unit bandwidth.
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Reference7 describesa scalingmethodfor mechanicallytransmittedvibration from
liquid-fueledrocket enginesthrough a structurewhich is not primarily excited by

acoustic or aerodynamic noise. For example, engine components and structure near

engines which do not have large exposed surface areas are excited primarily by

mechanically transmitted vibration. The Winter Method No. 2 (reL 3) is similar to the

frequency response methods.

The major advantage of these scaling methods is that the vibratory motion of a new

vehicle can be readily estimated by the designer even without his having knowledge of

the detailed characteristics of its structure. This is highly desirable during early

development of a vehicle, when the structure is incompletely defined and detailed

calculations arc not possible. The procedure can be applied to any type of structure in

any flight vehicle for any llight condition, provided appropriate measurements are

available from the reference vehicle. However, accuracy of the predictions is heavily

dependent upon the quantity and quality of the measurements from the reference

vehicle and upon the similarity of the reference vehicle to the new vehicle.

In addition to these techniques, the theory of mechanical impedance has recently been

applied to the scaling of interface vibration environments based on measured flight

data (rcfs. 8 and 9). This approach exploits the advantages of including the effects of

the dynamic characteristics of the booster and payload in defining the vibration

environment. If the payload and booster mechanical impedance are defined and the

response at the interface is known, then by classical impedance methods the interface

response with a new payload can be determined. Results obtained by this method have

shown promise toward increasing accuracy of interface-vibration-level definition. The

major difficulties encountered in the application of this concept are the lack of

adequate flight data and the difficulty in generating an adequate definition of the

mechanical impedance. The latter problem often requires the combined use of

analytical and experimental results.

2.1.1.2 Frequency Response Methods

Frequency response methods extrapolate from pooled general vibration data measured

on one or more general vehicles to predict vibration levels on a new vehicle. This

approach includes procedures using empirical relationships developed from regression

studies of past data to predict vibration levels in future vehicles. Seven specific

procedures which have been reported on (ref. 3) are the Mahaffey and Smith Method

(ref. 10); the Brust-tlimelblau Method (ref. 11); the Eldred, Roberts, and White

Method No. 1 (ref. 12); the Eldred, Roberts, and White Method No. 2 (ref. 12); the

Curtis .Method (ref. 13); the Franken Method (ref. 14); and the Winter Method No, 1

(ref. 3).

7



Frequency response methods determine the ratio of vibration to the magnitude of the

fundamental source as a function of frequency or bandwidth. The fundamental source

is generally acoustic or aerodynamic noise applied to the vehicle surface. Reference 10

describes the first use of this method, which was based on data obtained on the B-52

and B-58 aircraft; reference 11 extends the reference 10 approach to provide average

acceleration spectral density rather than peak acceleration. Reference 12 describes use

of tile technique based on vibration and acoustic measurements obtained on the Snark

missile; reference 13 correlates vibration measurements on high-speed aircraft to the

aerodynamic pressure. Reference 14 describes a similar vibration and acoustic

measurement study of Jupiter and Titan I external structure behavior during

rocket-engine static firing; Winter has modified the results of reference 14 after adding

Minuteman, Skybolt, and Genie data.

Frequency response methods are used to calculate the vibration response of a new

vehicle without considering the detailed characteristics of its structure. In some cases,

the overall accuracy is good, while in other cases considerable overprediction and

underprediction have resulted (e.g., refs. 3, 6, and 11). Although these methods are not

generally used for determining vibration stresses, they can be modified (refs. 15 to 17)

to establish acceleration-versus-stress relationships which in turn can be used for

extending frequency response methods. Stress extrapolation comparisons have been

poor, however, even when acceleration extrapolation comparisons are good (ref. 14).

2.1.2 Deterministic Response Analysis

Deterministic analyses are most useful in predicting vibration stresses and motions in

the lower frequency range. Methods used for these analyses are generally well known

(refs. 2, 5, and 18 to 26). Typically, a rigorous analysis is restricted to that frequency

range which encompasses the lower 10 to 50 modes of the structure. The lack of

structural detail in the model or simplification of the loading description often reduces

further the useful frequency range.

Deterministic analyses require modeling of the environmental source, as well as of the

structure to be analyzed. These sources are discussed in other NASA Design Criteria

monographs.

2.1.2.1 Mathematical Structural Modeling

Selection of the mathematical model for a vibration analysis is influenced by the

desired accuracy and frequency range, the nature of the loading, the details to be

employed in describing the loading, and the cost of computation and model



formulation. The mathematicalmodel is a prime factor in obtainingsatisfactory
vibration responseanalyses.Thestructuralstiffnessdistribution,massdistribution,and
boundary conditions are eachgivencareful considerationin the synthesisof the
mathematicalmodel.

Generally,the two typesof modelsavailablearecontinuous-parameterrepresentations
and lumped-parameterrepresentations.Uniformly distributedcontinuous-parameter
representationsareusedfor fairly simplestructuresfor whichclassicalsolutionsare
known,e.g.,domes,conicalandcylindricalshells,andplatesandbeams,all with simple
boundaryconditions(refs. 27 to 29). In addition,parametricstudiesfrequentlyuse
this approach(ref. 30). Typical complexspace-vehiclestructures,however,usually
consistof differenttypesof substructure,whichmakesadistributed-parameteranalysis
difficult andoften impossibleto formulate.Thus,a lumped-parameterrepresentationis
usuallypreferredfor modelingthestructure.

The mathematicalmodelingof a structurefor a deterministicvibrationanalysisis
essentiallyidenticalto thatrequiredfor naturalvibrationmodalanalysiscoveredin the
NASA monographon that subject(ref. 25).Theremainderof this section,presented
for completeness,is largelyanexcerptfrom Section2.1.1of reference25.

Lumped- or discrete-parameter models of structure are generally fornmlated by a

finite-element approach using matrix notation. These models are synthesized from

independently modeled structural components (finite elements) joined at node points

through common displacement and force coordinates. Finite-element models are

available for beams (ref. 31), flat-plate elements (refs. 32 to 37), shell elements (refs.

38 to 40), and sandwich-plate elements ('ref. 37). The model elements are used in

conjunction with displacement and force coordinates that prescribe the interfacing

geometry of the structural system. The finite-element model leads to the definition of

a stiffness or flexibility matrix and a mass matrix for the discretized system (ref. 20).

Several methods are used to define the mass distribution. These include the

lumped-mass method, the consistent-mass method, and a number of approaches that

use various velocity-interpolation functions to define a mass matrix (ref. 22). The

lumped-mass method distributes the element masses in concentrations located at the

coordinate points in a manner that maintains the center of mass in the structure (refs.

22 and 41 to 43). This method of distribution is well suited for analysis of structures

with preponderantly concentrated masses. Local rotary masses are frequently used

with this method to represent the effect of significant transverse-mass distributions.

The disadvantage of the lumped-mass method is the relatively large number of

coordinate points required for accurate analysis of systems with primarily distributed

masses.



The consistent-mass method represents the mass as it is actually distributed in the

structure (refs. 31, 32, 38, 39, 44, and 45). Although only recently codified, this

method is being widely adopted and incorporated ill modern analytical computer

programs. Tile consistent-mass-distribution method has been shown to yield more

accurate results than the concentrated-mass technique for systems where the mass is

largely distributed in the structure (refs. 41 and 44). A minor disadvantage is that the

nondiagonal mass matrix tends to increase the complexity of the analysis.

The treatment of nonstructural mass, such as liquids in a fuel tank, requires special

consideration. Mechanical coupling of the liquid mass with the structure is generally

accomplished through an equivalent pendulum or spring-mass analogy that simulates

the free-surface lateral-sloshing effect, as described in reference 46. Longitudinal

mechanical coupling may be accomplished through an equivalent spring for the tank's

end bulkhead that supports the liquid (ref. 47). Such analogies permit the solution of

vibratory response problems in a direct fashion without recourse to treatments in fluid

mechanics. A more complex liquid-structure coupling may be treated efficiently with

finite-element models that satisfy the hydroelastic boundary conditions at a number of

points along the liquid boundary. Several such techniques have been developed and

applied (refs. 39 and 48 to 5 i ).

Substructure methods (refs. 52 and 53) may be used in modeling large, complex

structural configurations. These methods offer several advanlages, particularly in such

structures as large multistage vehicle systems where the several stages may be

structurally dissimilar. Substructure methods can be used to extract a larger number of

realistic and accurate high-frequency modes than can be obtained by using a single

model of the entire structure having the same number of degrees of freedom.

The finite-element technique is the most generally applicable of the available analytical

methods. This technique, which is readily adapted to digital-computer solution, takes

maximum advantage of matrix notation in mathematical manipulations. The technique

is being rapidly improved and has been adopted in all major computer programs for

general structural analysis. Vibration response analyses can be performed for almost

any configuration using the finite-element technique. The primary disadvantage of the

finite-element technique is that, owing to the large-sized matrices involved, complex

models use large amounts of computer time.

2.1.2.2 Response Formulation and Solution

Most real structures vibrate nonlinearly; hence, the ratio of the displacement and

stresses to the vibration input is a function of loading magnitude. Unfortunately, there

have been few nonlinear-vibration analyses of mathematical models which approach

10



the complexity characteristic of nearly all space-vehicle structures (ref. 23). When

sufficiently severe nonlinear behavior is expected, it is common practice to assume a

linear model and perform the analysis using linear values of structural stiffness and

damping which represent the expected effect of the nonlinearity on the response.

Otherwise, using results of nonlinear-vibration studies performed on simple models,

such as those reviewed ill reference 23, the linear response is scaled to provide an

approximate or conservative estimate of the nonlinear response.

Mathematical formulation of the linear-vibration response problem generally leads to a

set of second-order, linear, simultaneous differential equations, in terms of

structural-coordinate displacements and forces. These are known as equations of

motion. When arranged using matrix notation, the elastic characteristics of the system

are defined by the displacement-vector coefficient, i.e., the stiffness matrix; the

damping characteristics of the system are defined by the velocity-vector coefficient,

i.e., the damping matrix; and the mass inertial characteristics of the system are defined

by the acceleration-vector coefficient, i.e., the mass matrix. When properly formulated,

the equations of motion yield the natural vibration mode shapes and frequencies or the

structural responses to the inputs. The structural responses may be described as

accelerations and displacements, or as internal loads (the force responses within the

structure) and stresses.

The response solution is frequently obtained by uncoupling the equations of motion

by use of a transformation of coordinates in which the transformation is derived from

the natural modes of the undamped structure (ref. 20). Uncoupled equations may be

solved by several techniques, some of which are the mode-displacement method, the

mode-acceleration method, and the mechanical-admittance or-impedance methods

(refs. 5 and 22). The mechanical-admittance or -impedance methods may be used either

with uncoupled equations or with the coupled system. The choice of the method of

solution is based primarily on the physical nature of the forcing functions. When the

environment can be described in terms of discrete analytical functions in time,

displacement, or velocity, the mode-displacement method has its advantages, since

response for each mode is readily computed and the total response is obtained by

superposition of all modes.

Solution of the homogeneous form of the equations of motion without damping

provides the resonant frequencies and mode shapes which characterize the

mathematical model, and thus, the structure (ref. 25). The modal data are used

principally to determine the vibration response. The resonant frequencies and mode

shapes are also useful in selecting mounting locations for equipment and control

sensors. This is important when known critical frequencies will have detrimental effects

on the equipment or structure. The response of a structure at various frequencies, or at

desired intervals throughout the frequency range of interest, is usually calculated by

11



summingthe responsein each of the orthogonalmodeswhich characterizethe
structuralvibration.

Whentheappliedloadingis randomin nature,theresponseisalsorandom.In thiscase,
the solution for the vibration responseat a particularlocationon the structureis
expressedasa function of frequencyandreferredto asspectraldensity.References1,
2, 20, and 23 provide equationsfor obtaining the displacementspectral-density
responsedueto spatiallydistributedappliedrandomloading.References2, 23,26,and
54 describeseveraldistributionsof cross-correlationfunctionsthat mightbeusedin
defining the random characteristicsof various aeroacoustic-noiseloadings.The
accelerationspectral density, usually preferred in specifying design and test
requirementsfor equipment,is readily obtained from the displacementspectral
density. Internal loads from which the stressesthroughout the structurecan be
calculatedare readilydeterminedfrom root-mean-squaredisplacementderivations.
Responsedata relatedto fatigueanalyses,suchasthe numberof responsecyclesand
theprobabilityof peaklevels,mayalsobepredicted(refs. 1and23).

A majorproblemconfrontingtheanalystin predictinganaccuratevibrationresponseis
how to determinethe properamountandtype of dampingwhichcharacterizesthe
variousvibratingmodes.Viscousdampingisoftenassumedin theequationsof motion
becauseit iscompatiblewith theassumptionof linearvibrationandis thereforeeasyto
solvefor dynamicresponse.The dampingof realaerospacestructuresis not viscous,
but usually occursas a combinationof materialdamping,friction damping,and
acousticradiation(i.e., air damping).An apparentdampingeffectmayalsobepresent
becauseof nonlinearstructuralstiffness,althoughno actualenergydissipationoccurs.

It has been shown experimentallythat materialdampingdependson the stress
distribution(refs. 55and56): if the maximumstressexceedstheendurancelimit, the
dampingmayincreasesignificantlyfor mostmaterials.

Friction dampingis the result of energydissipationcausedby slippingor sliding
betweenmatedsurfaces.For aerospacestructuresmadeof partswhichareboltedor
riveted together,friction is the dominantsourceof damping.The friction force is
approximatelyconstantandcontrolledby theforcenormalto thematedsurfaces(refs.
55, 57,and58). It is difficult to estimatefriction dampingandits distributionin the
variousmodesbecauseof its nonlinearity,thedistributionof thenormalpressureover
the matedsurfacesbetweenthe fasteners,thevariationsin theforceexertedby each
fastenerthat result from manufacturing,and the spatialvariationsin the staticand
kineticcoefficientsof friction.

Another form of damping, acoustic radiation, occurs when acoustic waves,
generatedby the vibrationof the structure,arepropagatedto otherstructuresandto

12



surroundingspace.Radiation dampingcan be appreciablefor panelsand other
structureswith low surfacedensities,unlessthe structurevibratesat high altitude
(wherethe radiationis reduced)or unlessthe surroundingspaceisreverberant.For
simplecases,suchasacousticradiationfrom a rectangularpanelinto a freefield or a
reverberantspacewith knownsurfacecharacteristics,radiationdampingin thevarious
modescanbeestimated(refs.59 to 64). For morecomplexcases,theestimatingcan
bequite involved.Otherformsof dampingmayincludesurfaceandboundarydamping
andair pumping(refs.65and66).It isdifficult to estimateproperlythedampingin the
variousmodes,evenfor thesimpleststructuralconfigurations.Thus,to predictdamping,
heavyrelianceis usuallyplacedon data from previoustestson similarstructures.

2.1.3 Statistical-Energy Response Analysis

Deterministic methods are frequently ineffective in providing vibration data in the

high-order modes of a structural system. Statistical-energy analysis (refs. 67 to 72) is an

alternate approach for estimating the vibration response of complex structures

subjected to random loading at the higher resonance frequencies. This approach

permits the use of gross structural properties and employs a statistical description of a

structure as a vibrating system; i.e., motion of the system is assumed to be dominated

by resonant response rather than by forced nonresonant response. The response is

predicted on the basis of the average vibration energy contained within a band of

frequencies. The approach is relatively new and has not been widely used as a practical

tool for space-vehicle-vibration predictions.

Statistical-energy analysis techniques have been applied to large, complex vehicle

configurations. Sections of the Saturn V launch vehicle were analyzed to predict

vibration for acoustic noise at liftoff, subsonic and supersonic boundary-layer

turbulence, and shock-induced separation and disturbed flow at various times during

the ascent phase of the mission. The vibration and strain were calculated for each

loading condition (ref. 72). Acoustical and mechanical vibration were investigated by

this technique for a simplified physical model of the OGO spacecraft (refs. 69 and 73).

Although still in an early developmental phase, statistical-energy analysis may be a

valuable tool for interpretation and rough estimates of vehicle vibration above the

lower resonant frequencies.

2.2 Tests

Various experimental tests are used to predict structural vibration response or to refine

earlier predictions during various phases of vehicle development. Tests may be

conducted in tile laboratory, in tile field, or in flight. Laboratory tests may be static

tests, vibration tests, or acoustic tests.

13



2.2.1 Static Tests

Static load-displacement tests are basic to the design-development phase of a

space-vehicle structure and perform an important function in supporting vibration

analyses. These tests may provide some of the data needed to generate the

mathematical model defining the elastic characteristics of the structure, as well as to

verify the mathematical model used in the deterministic analysis. Frequently, static

tests are performed to determine the influence coefficients that define boundary

conditions at an interstage connection with a supporting stage structure. These data are

then used to develop the analytical model. For some large full-scale structures, these

experimental data are approximated by use of detailed subscale models, also known as

replica models (ref. 74). In some cases, the required load-displacement data are

obtained during proof testing of the prototype vehicle.

2.2.2 Vibration Tests

Various laboratory vibration tests are performed to determine the vibration response.

Often these tests are made in conjunction with other tests and analyses. Laboratory

vibration tests include design-development, qualification, and acceptance tests.

Design-development vibration tests are performed to provide information on the modal

characteristics of the structure (ref. 25), to determine the magnitude of the vibration

response, to evaluate the adequacy of the design, and to identify the vibration failure

mechanisms. These vibration tests may consist of sine-sweep, random, or modal tests.

The test-to-failure test is often used during design development to establish margins for

flight and qualification test conditions. These tests are designed and instrumented to

provide vibration response data for specific dynamic-forcing functions.

Qualification vibration tests are performed on flight-quality hardware to demonstrate

the adequacy of the design and fabrication methods for flight. Instrumentation of

these tests is primarily for diagnostic purposes, but it is also useful in providing

vibration response data.

Acceptance vibration tests are performed on articles intended for use in flight to

demonstrate that adequate workmanship has been achieved during fabrication and

assembly. These tests are normally not instrumented and provide no significant

vibration response data.

Other tests include reliability tests (to demonstrate the variation of the failure

mechanism between items of hardware under prescribed types of loading); fragility

tests (to map the failure-threshold perimeter under a variety of loadings or

frequencies); and interim tests between development and qualification.
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Vibration testsaregenerallyperformedonequipment,onspacecraftstructures,andon
major launch-vehiclestructures. For example, reference 75 describes the

electrodynamic-shaker excitation of the Ranger spacecraft to envelop the vibration

applied by tile launch vehicle; reference 76 describes a similar test on tile Gemini

spacecraft; reference 77 describes excitation of tile Surveyor spacecraft simulating

vibration during the lunar-descent phase of the mission; reference 78 describes the

vibration tests of several Saturn V sections.

A wide variety of test equipment is available for performing laboratory vibration tests.

Electrodynamic shakers are the most popular because they are easiest to control (in

contrast to hydraulic shakers) with regard to frequency, force output, acceleration

output, and waveform. They are used mostly in the 5- to 2000-Hz frequency range,

although the useful upper-frequency limit usually depends upon the shaker's force

capacity and size. Electrodynamic shakers with force-generating capacities up to

30 000 lb (133 kN) are commerically available. New-generation electrodynamic

systems provide solid-state amplifiers with direct coupling to tile shaker armature, and

can permit operation, within shaker-stroke constraints, down to 0 Hz. Improvements in

shaker construction to give relatively large strokes permit the use of such overall

systems, including multishaker applications, for testing of transients (ref. 79).

Many investigators favor hydraulic shakers principally because of their relatively large

stroke and because of the very-low-frequency performance which is better than can be

obtained with electrodynamic-shaker systems having transformer coupling between

amplifiers and shakers. Hydraulic shakers are used primarily in the 0- to 500-Hz

frequency range, although the useful upper-frequency limit depends on the design

features of the shakers, which vary widely, as well as on their force capacity and size.

Hydraulic shakers with force-generating capacities up to 250 000 lb (1.1 MN) are

commercially available.

In vibration tests, the shaker applies the vibration force in only one direction; the flight

excitation is applied in all directions simultaneously. Usually the assumption is made

that vibration applied sequentially in each of three orthogonal directions for a specified

duration per direction has the same response magnitude as vibration applied in all three

directions simultaneously for the same duration. This assumption is usually valid

only for resonant behavior in one direction; it is valid only by coincidence .when
multidirectional resonances are excited.

Vibration test inputs may vary. Some tests use sine-sweep inputs, some random inputs,

and others a combination of both. Random inputs are generally representative of

stationary random environments only because of vibration-system-control limitations.

Test levels usually envelop the expected environments for the various prelaunch and

mission events which exhibit high vibration. Often, the time duration selected for the
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vibration test is the sum of the effective durations of these prelaunch and mission

events.

2.2.3 Acoustic Tests

Since two of the major causes of structural vibration are acoustic noise at liftoff and

aerodynamic noise during the transonic and maxinmm dynamic-pressure regimes, it is

natural to consider acoustic noise as a laboratory source of space-vehicle vibration. The

Titan program first utilized acoustic testing for the development of vehicle structure

subjected to acoustic noise (ref. 80). Acoustic testing was used on the Apollo program

for qualification of equipment, for qualification of structure, and for revision of

vibration design and test requirements (refs. 81 to 84).

Many different (some odd) facilities have been used for acoustic tests. For example,

the Mercury (ref. 85) and OGO spacecraft were tested on the flatbeds of trucks located

in an open field near the discharge nozzle of a large blowdown wind tunnel (ref. 85). A

similar arrangement may be used with a rocket engine as the noise source. Large sections

of the Saturn V launch vehicle were tested in a large reverberant test facility (ref. 86).

The facility used for the acoustic tests of the Apollo lunar module and the command

and service modules is described in references 82, 87, and 88.

Air modulators, such as those used in the Saturn and Apollo acoustic tests, work on

the principle of exhausting high-pressure air through an orifice whose cross-sectional

area is modulated by an electromagnet controlled from an external electrical signal,

usually a random-noise generator. Air modulators generally have limited spectrum

range and control (usually from 50 Hz to 1 kHz), with a spectral maximum in the

vicinity of 100 Hz. Noise generation above 1 kHz is usually determined by the

"unmodulated" flow noise of the air through the orifice. Air modulators are

commercially available in acoustic power capacities up to 200 kW.

Acoustic testing has several advantages over vibration-shaker testing. In acoustic

testing, a large prototype specimen can be tested; thus, the modal characteristics of the

test specimen are similar to those of the flight configuration. The load is distributed

over the external surface, rather than applied as point loading at one or more structural

interfaces. Finally, a reasonable spectrum is often obtained during the acoustic test,

compared with the difficulty of providing a test spectrum by means of a vibration

shaker. The major disadvantage of acoustic testing is the high initial cost of the

facilities to perform these tests properly (ref. 5).

2.2.4 Field Tests

Various field tests, such as rocket-engine and stage- or payload-static firings, are run to
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demonstratetheoperationalperformanceof variousspace-vehiclesubsystemsprior to
flight. These tests are frequently used to provide data for predicting structural
vibrationor revisinganalyticallydetermineddata.

Solid-andliquid-propelledrocketenginesareusuallydesignedandtestedquiteearlyin
a vehicle'sdevelopmentprogram,sometimesevenbeforethe prime contractorsare
selected.Becauseof this early scheduling,testscanbe invaluablein providingthe
acoustic-andengine-vibrationdata that areusedfor initial vibrationpredictions.Data
obtainedfrom thesetestsareespeciallyimportantwhena rocketengineincorporates
newdesignfeatureswhichcanaffectacousticnoiseandvibrationgeneration,but have
not been previously tested or instrumented.However, in making use of the
rocket-engineacoustic-noisedata, the designermust take into considerationany
differencesin the test-standandlaunch-padconfigurationsthat mayaffect thenoise
generationor transmission,suchastheflamedeflector.Also,manyof thecomponents
attachedto the engineduring the early firings are usually not of flight-weight
configuration,andmayinvalidatethevibrationdata.

2.2.5 Flight Tests

The flight test is almost always used as the final demonstration of the adequacy of the

vibration-load analysis for both vehicles and stages. Nevertheless, in many cases, there

is insufficient instrumentation because, in planning, too little weight and too few

telemetry channels are allocated for instrumentation.

A large number of vibration and acoustic measurements are usually needed during

flight test to demonstrate the adequacy of the vibration and acoustic analysis, to help

in determining the probable cause of a flight failure, and to provide additional data for

the design of future space vehicles. The measurement requirements usually far exceed

the capacity of the telemetry subsystem. Most vibration and aeroacoustic measurements

require a wide bandwidth (ref. 89). Techniques occasionally employed to reduce the

demand on the telemetry subsystem include onboard frequency analysis, onboard tape

recording, and time-division multiplexing.

3. CRITERIA

In the design of a space vehicle, account shall be taken of the effects of the structural

vibration resulting from the environments to which the vehicle may be subjected. The

vibration data needed for structural design shall be determined and verified by a

suitable combination of analysis and tests.
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3.1 Data Required

The input sources of vibration and the type, amount, and accuracy of the structural

vibration data needed for design shall be defined.

3.2 Analytical Determination of Vibration Response

When measured vibration data are available from a similar vehicle or for a similar

structure and similar environments, a suitable extrapolation method of analysis shall be

used to predict the structural vibration for preliminary design requirements.

A deterministic analysis shall be made to obtain the vibration data needed for design,

except for minor redesign where it can be demonstrated that the results of the

extrapolation analysis are acceptable. The deterministic analysis shall use a

mathenlatical model which adequately represents tile mass distribution, stiffness

distribution, damping, and boundary conditions of the flight vehicle. It shall be

demonstrated, by tests if necessary, that vibration data from the deterministic analysis

are of the type, amount, and accuracy required for structural design.

3.3 Tests

The significant characteristics of load displacement, vibration, and damping of the

space-vehicle structure, if not otherwise adequately established, shall be determined or

verified by a combination of static, vibration, and aeroacoustic testing, as applicable,

on a realistic structure or on an actual vehicle. If full-scale tests are not feasible,

replica-model dynamic tests (for lower order modes) shall be performed.

4. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

The total plan for investigation of structural vibration resulting from anticipated

environmental sources should be defined and initiated early in the space-vehicle

development program. Vibration and acoustic development tests to confirm the

calculated response and to demonstrate structural adequacy should be planned as an

integral part of the total plan for the structural vibration analysis.

The following steps should be taken in the investigation of structural vibration:

l, Determine the input sources and the type, amount, and accuracy of the

structural vibration data required for structural design of the vehicle.
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Collect and extrapolate measured input and response data on similar

vehicles.

Construct a mathematical model (or models) adequate for the vibration

analyses, and select or devise a computational method.

Analyze the response of the model to the anticipated vibration

environments.

Conduct vibration and static tests on segments of the structure or on the

complete structure to confirm the calculated response.

4.1 Data Required

All sources of disturbance for all phases of vehicle operation should be considered

during the determination of data required for structural vibration analysis. Vibration

data available from ground and flight tests on similar vehicles should be examined.

Inputs for the vibration analysis should include at least the following:

• Vibration testing during prelaunch functional checkout

• Static firing during prelaunch functional checkout

• Winds during launch readiness

• Ignition and engine noise during launch liftoff

• Engine roughness during launch ascent

• Aerodynamic noise and buffet during launch ascent

• Engine cutoff and stage ignition during launch staging

• Aerodynamic noise and buffet during atmospheric entry

Reference should be made to other NASA Design Criteria monographs for guidance in

obtaining these inputs to the vibration analysis.

No single type of analytical model or degree of model complexity can be

recommended to analyze all configurations of a space vehicle. Since the accuracy of
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the response analysis varies widely with the complexity of the structure and the order

of the responding modes, the following accuracy numbers should be regarded as guides

only, and should not be taken as requirements without a study to determine their

suitability for the individual problem. In general, calculation of maximum internal

loads in the low-order modes should be accurate to about -+25 percent. Calculation of

maximum internal loads at high-order modes, with respect to attached equipment,

should be accurate to about -+50 percent.

4.2 Analytical Determination of Vibration Response

4.2.1 Extrapolation Response Analysis

During the early development phase of a new vehicle, when the structure is

incompletely defined and detailed calculations are not possible, tile initial estimate of

structural vibration should be obtained by extrapolation of input-versus-response data

measured on similar vehicles. When data are available on an existing vehicle having

structural and configuration characteristics similar to those of tile proposed vehicle, a

scaling technique should be used to obtain the expected vibration response (refs. 3, 5,

and 8). This approach is recommended when the design of an existing launch vehicle is

modified, such as for thrust augmentation or for adding an extra stage, and when a new

spacecraft is designed to fly on a proven launch vehicle for which data are available

from previous flights of similarly proportioned spacecraft, liowever, if data are not

available from a similar vehicle, a frequency response technique should be used to

estimate the expected vibration response (refs. 3 and 5).

4.2.2 Deterministic Response Analysis

An evaluation of the structural vibration response, using a deterministic-analysis

approach, should be undertaken as soon as the preliminary vehicle configuration is

selected and an initial determination is made of the structural characteristics. Since

many or most of the structural details are lacking during the preliminary design phase,

the structure should be represented for analytical purposes by relatively simple

mathematical models which are improved as the structural design is defined in more
detail.

The structural characteristics should be represented for analysis by an equivalent linear

mathematical model. It should account for all stress-strain effects that influence the

structural distortions, such as beam shear, torsion, and axial extension, as well as plate

shear and twist, tmless their effect on the vibration response has been proven negligible

(refs. 90 and 91). The effects of internal forces which modify the effective-stiffness

characteristics should be included in the mathematical model. These internal forces
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may result from deadloads,quasi-staticaccelerationsduringboost,built-inpreloads,
andotherstaticor quasi-staticloadsappliedto thestructure.

In evaluatingthe stiffnessof the model,the effect of localstructure,suchasjoints
betweeninterstageadaptorsandvehiclestages,trussesonwhichpayloador enginesare
mounted,or play in joints (suchasenginegimbalblockswhentheengineisnot under
thrust) shouldbe evaluated.Dependingupon the characteristicsof the joint, the
combinationof axial and bendingloadscould leadto variationsin stiffnessduring
differentperiodsof operation,both in flight andon theground.Thevariationof joint
stiffnessunder theseconditionsis difficult to determineby analysisandshouldbe
ascertainedby test.

Finite-element techniques are recommended for modeling complex structures

mathelnatically. In this approach, the mathematical model should be defined in terms

of assumed displacement functions in component parts leading to direct construction

of a structural-stiffness matrix. The relative proportion of adjacent individual

components in the model must be chosen to minimize extreme variations in stiffness or

flexibility which result in loss of accuracy in the structure-matrix coefficients (ref. 92).

Unless the equivalent of IBM 360 double-precision arithmetic is used, the ratio of

numerical values between direct-coupled diagonal elements in the elastic matrix should

not usually be allowed to exceed 1:1000. Substructure methods of modeling the

structure should be used for the analysis of large multistage vehicle systems where the

several stages may be structurally dissimilar (ref. 52).

The mathematical model should closely represent the distribution of mass throughout

the structure. The use of distributed-mass models such as the consistent-mass-matrix

technique (ref. 44) is recommended. If a lumped-mass technique is used, it should be

demonstrated by a parameter-variation study that a sufficient number of discrete mass

points are used to represent the modal characteristics adequately (refs. 93 and 94). For

accurate modal-data determination of a lumped-mass, unsupported, one-dimensional

system, the number of discrete masses should be about ten times the order of the

highest mode to be determined. For a more complex structure, such as

multidimensional frames, the relationship between the number of discrete points and

the accuracy of the computed frequency is not established, and reliance must be placed

on the experience of the analyst.

Mathematical models of tanks containing liquids should simulate at least the first-mode

lateral sloshing effect. A mass-spring model, based on the pendulum analogy, is

recommended to simulate this phenomenon (ref. 95). The equivalent hydrostatic loads

obtained from the computed slosh-mass acceleration response should be introduced

into the structure for internal-load analysis. Longitudinal mechanical coupling of the

liquid with the structure must also be provided for in the longitudinal-mode analysis
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(ref. 47). Careshouldbe exercisedto ensurethat only the effective portion of the

liquid mass is represented in the model; that is, a linear model of a smooth cylindrical

tank rotating about its geometric axis of revolution does not cause rotation of any
contained liquid.

The mode-displacement or mode-acceleration response technique should be used to

calculate response of the low-order modes caused by various disturbances. The total

response is obtained by summing the response in each of the orthogonal modes which

represent the structural vibration (refs. 20 and 22). The resonant frequencies and mode

shapes obtained to perform the response analysis should be used as guides to select

mounting locations for equipment. When the applied loading can be characterized as

random, the modal response technique should be used to obtain the structural response
(refs. 2, 20, and 23).

The magnitude of damping used in the vibration response analysis should be chosen

with care. To estimate realistic damping levels for the various modes of vibration, test

data on similar structure should be used when available. The recommended damping

factors provided in table II should be used only as guides in lieu of more pertinent test
data which may be available.

4.2.3 Statistical-Energy Response Analysis

Because this type of analysis is relatively new and has not been widely used, no

recommended practices are provided. However, the lack of a recommendation is not

intended to discourage this type of analysis.

4.3 Tests

Static tests should be conducted to verify the analytically derived load-displacement

characteristics and boundary conditions of the analytical model of the vehicle

structure. So far as is feasible, the test boundary conditions should simulate flight

conditions. The analytically derived vibration characteristics of the vehicle structure

should be confirmed by vibration tests when not adequately established by prior

analytical and experimental correlations. Furthermore, if vibration response data

obtained by analysis cannot otherwise be demonstrated to be adequate, the analytical

data should be replaced or confirmed by the results of vibration tests conducted during
development testing. The scope of the test program should depend on the confidence
placed in the analytical results.

Extensive testing is recommended where a radically new space-vehicle configuration is

involved. On the other hand, simple changes of payload on a standard launch vehicle

may require only an analytical determination of the new response data. Changes in
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TABLEII. - RECOMMENDEDDAMPINGFACTORS

Typeof structure

Homogeneous-element
configurations
(machinedbrackets,
solidbeams,welded
construction)

Rivetedor bolted
structures

Laminatedplastics

Honeycomb-corepanels

Percentof
critical
viscous
damping

Vibration-isolated
components

Nonviscousfluids

lto 2

3to l0

4to l0

3to 6

l0 to 20

0.5

1.0

1.5

Remarks

Damping factor depends

on stress levels induced

during vibration

(refs. 56 and 96)

Damping caused by

friction at joints

significantly reduces
the vibration

amplification

Phenolic laminate

(refs. 56 and 96)

Damping factor depends

on method of fabrication

(brazed versus adhesive

bond) and on acoustic

radiation

Damping factor depends

on the isolator design

Frequency < 5 Hz

5 Hz _< frequency _< 15 Hz

Frequency > 15 Hz

mass usually can be adequately handled by changes in the mathematical model without

additional tests, although significant changes in stiffness usually require test verification.

To validate the analyses of structural vibration response, vibration and acoustic tests

should be performed on subsystems, large structural sections and complete vehicle
systems when feasible.

If the actual design incorporates seriously nonlinear features, such as looseness in joints

and backlash in gears, then the structural behavior cannot be adequately predicted by
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linearanalysis.If suchfeaturesexist in the design,eitherby intent or by virtueof
uncontrollablefactors,then theanalyst,designer,andexperimentermustall becareful
in applyinglinearanalyticapproximationsto nonlinearreal-lifetestresults.

4.3.1 Static Tests

Tests of static-load-displacement and boundary-condition-influence coefficients should

be performed on full-scale engineering models that have static characteristics of the

primary structure identical to those of the prototype and flight structure. If full-scale

tests are not feasible, data from replica models such as the one-fifth-scale Saturn replica

model (ref. 74) may be sufficient. The load conditions under which the displacement

data are obtained should simulate the quasi-static conditions expected for the time of

flight for which the vibration response data will apply.

Load-displacement data should be obtained to determine the elastic characteristics for

the primary load-carrying element in the structure, with loads applied at the location

of the primary masses or at major attachment points. For a simple spacecraft structure,

the load-displacement characteristics may be determined for only a single major load

point, as at the cantilevered end of the major structural element, at the location of the

major equipment platform cantilevered from a central cylinder, or at the support

points for an injection rocket attachment. For a launch vehicle or a large spacecraft

structure, load-displacement measurements should be determined for the interstage

structure between attach points, at major transverse bulkheads, for engine-support

trusses, and for payload-support points.

The load-displacement characteristics and boundary-condition data obtained should be

compared with the mathematical model. These data should correlate within about 20

percent for displacement under a given load. If necessary, the mathematical model

should be changed to agree with the static load-displacement test data. These

load-displacement tests (or influence-coefficient measurements) should not be

confused with static structural-qualification tests.

43.2 Vibration Tests

To provide a basis for evaluating the quality of analytically derived response data,

vibration tests should preferably be performed on a full-scale engineering model, on a

prototype, or on flight-type structures which have dynamic characteristics closely

approximating those of the flight structure. Scaled replica models should be considered

for determining low-order vibration-mode characteristics where full-scale tests are not

feasible (ref. 74).
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Sine-sweeptests on spacecraft are recommended for verifying analytical modal

frequencies and low-order mode shapes, for determining modal damping, and for

extrapolating vibration magnitudes. If analytical data are not available, or if more

precise experimental data on large spacecraft and launch vehicles are desired than are

available from sine-sweep tests, then modal-vibration survey tests should be performed

to obtain more precise modal data. Where modal density is high, survey techniques

giving coincident and quadrature response (ref. 97), or the methods of reference 98

should be used for identifying and determining modal characteristics.

Qualification tests should be instrumented to the fullest extent possible to provide

vibration response data for design-load verification. Because of the unrealistic

test-boundary conditions in most shaker tests, the vibration-test levels at frequencies in

the vicinity of the structure's fundamental resonance may cause loads far in excess of

flight loads, and may require careful control to limit the response in certain critical

low-order modes to within the expected flight response.

4.3.3 Acoustic Tests

Acoustic tests should be used to supplement or supersede vibration testing of vehicle

structural systems and equipment when the source of the environmental disturbances is

acoustic or aerodynamic noise. The acoustic tests should be performed on a

sufficiently large section of the vehicle so that the modal characteristics of the test

specimen are similar to those of the flight configuration at the low side of the

frequency bands of interest. A meaningful acoustic test should be designed to simulate,

so far as is feasible, the exact environment and the dynamic characteristics of the

boundaries of the specimen (refs. 5 and 81 to 84).

43A Field Tests

No specific recommendations are made for performing field tests. However, if the

scope of a program includes static-firing tests of rocket engines, stages, or payloads,

such tests should be evaluated as a source of data for structural vibration prediction.

4.3.5 Flight Tests

Flight tests should be used to provide data to confirm vibration analysis and to provide

environmental data to support design improvements. Instrumentation should be

installed to identify unusual load situations and permit diagnosis of causes of partial or

total failure due to vibration loads.
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NASA SPACE VEHICLE DESIGN CRITERIA

MONOGRAPHS ISSUED TO DATE

SP-8001

SP-8002

SP-8003
SP-8004
SP-8005
SP-8006

SP-8007

SP-8008
SP-8009
SP-8010
SP-8011

SP-8012
SP-8013

SP-8014
SP-8015

SP-8016

SP-8017

SP-8018

SP-8019

SP-8020
SP-8021

SP-8023
SP-8024

SP-8028

SP-8029

SP-8031
SP-8032

SP-8035
SP-8036

SP-8037

SP-8040

SP-8046

(Structures)

(Structures)

(Structures)
(Structures)
(Environment)
(Structures)

(Structures)

(Structures)
(Structures)
(Environment)
(Environment)

(Structures)
(Environment)

(Structures)
(Guidance
and Control)

(Guidance
and Control)

(Environment)

(Guidance
and Control)

(Structures)

(Environment)
(Environment)

(Environment)
(Guidance
and Control)
(Guidance
and Control)

(Structures)

(Structures)

(Structures)

(Structures)
(Guidance
and Control)
(Environment)

(Structures)

(Structures)

Buffeting During Atmospheric Ascent, May 1964 -

Revised November 1970
Flight-Loads Measurements During Launch and

Exit, December 1964
Flutter, Buzz, and Divergence, July 1964
Panel Flutter, May 1965
Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, June 1965
Local Steady Aerodynamic Loads During Launch

and Exit, May 1965
Buckling of Thin-Walled Circular Cylinders,

September 1965 - Revised August 1968
Prelaunch Ground Wind Loads, November 1965

Propellant Slosh Loads, August 1968
Models of Mars Atmosphere (1967), May 1968
Models of Venus Atmosphere (1968), December

1968
Natural Vibration Modal Analysis, September 1968
Meteoroid Environment Model- 1969 [Near

Earth to Lunar Surface], March 1969

Entry Thermal Protection, August 1968
Guidance and Navigation for Entry Vehicles,

November 1968
Effects of Structural Flexibility on Spacecraft

Control Systems, April 1969

Magnetic Fields - Earth and Extraterrestrial,
March 1969

Spacecraft Magnetic Torques, March 1969

Buckling of Thin-Walled Truncated Cones,
September 1968

Mars Surface Models (1968), May 1969
Models of Earth's Atmosphere (120 to 1000 km),

May 1969
Lunar Surface Models, May 1969
Spacecraft Gravitational Torques, May 1969

Entry Vehicle Control, November 1969

Aerodynamic and Rocket-Exhaust Heating During
Launch and Ascent, May 1969

Slosh Suppression, May 1969

Buckling of Thin-Walled Doubly Curved Shells,
August 1969

Wind Loads During Ascent, June 1970
Effects of Structural Flexibility on Launch Vehicle

Control Systems, February 1970
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Magnetic

Fields, September 1970
Fracture Control of Metallic Pressure Vessels,

May 1970
Landing Impact Attenuation for Nonsurface-

Planing Landers, April i970
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